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A dominating set of a graph G = (N, E) is a subset S of nodes such that every node is either 
in S or adjacent o a node which is in S. The domatic number of G is the size of a maximum 
cardinality partition of N into dominating sets. The problems of finding a minimum cardinality 
dominating set and the domatic number are both NP-complete ven for special classes of graphs. 
In the present paper we give an O(n ]El) time algorithm that finds a minimum cardinality 
dominating set when G is a circular arc graph (intersection graph of arcs on a circle). The domatic 
number problem is solved in O(n 2 log n) time when G is a proper circular arc graph, and it is 
shown NP-complete for general circular arc graphs. 
Keywords. Dominating set, domatic number, circular arc graph, NP-complete. 
1. Introduction 
A graph G is called circular arc graph if there is a one-to-one correspondence b - 
tween the nodes of G and the members of a family F= {A 0, Al . . . . .  An l } of arcs 
on a circle such that two nodes i and j of G are adjacent if and only if the corres- 
ponding arcs  A i and Aj  overlap. F is called a circular arc model of the graph G. 
Fig. 1 shows a circular arc graph and a circular arc model for it. 
Circular arc graphs were introduced as generalization of interval graphs (similarly 
defined, except hat segments on a real line are used instead of arcs on a circle) [22]. 
Both these classes of graphs have soon revealed their practical importance in many 
different sciences (e.g. genetics, archeology, ecology, computer science, electronics 
[3, 17, 19, 20, 22, 24, 26]). 
Circular arc graphs have been widely studied. Tucker [28] has proposed an O(n 3) 
time algorithm for testing whether a graph is a circular arc graph and, if it is, con- 
structing a circular arc model. Gavril [18] has given polynomial time algorithms for 
finding a maximum clique, a maximum independent set and a minimum covering 
by cliques of circular arc graphs. Other classical graph-theoretic problems have been 
studied. In [17], Garey, Johnson, Miller and Papadimitriou proved that minimum 
coloring of circular arc graphs is NP-complete. The same problem has been shown 
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polynomial time solvable when the circular arc graph is proper (i.e. when its circular 
arc model has no arc contained within another) [23]. In [5], an O(n log n) time 
algorithm for the minimum node disjoint path covering of circular arc graphs is 
presented. 
In this paper we shall investigate the minimum dominating set and the domatic 
number problems for circular arc graphs. 
A dominating set S is a subset of nodes such that every node is either in S or 
adjacent o a node which is in S. A smallest such set is a minimum dominating set. 
The problem of finding a minimum dominating set is NP-complete for subclasses 
of planar graphs [16], but can be solved in linear time when the graph is a tree [10] 
or a series-parallel graph [21]. Recently, Booth and Johnson studied this problem 
for chordal graphs [6]. 
They have shown that the problem remains NP-complete when restricted to un- 
directed path graphs (a subclass of chordal graphs), but can be solved in linear time 
for interval graphs (also a subclass of chordal graphs). 
In [14], Farber presented polynomial time algorithms for the minimum weight 
dominating sets and independent dominating sets in strongly chordal graphs. The 
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above two problems can be solved in O(n 3) time when the graph is a permutation 
graph [15]. 
The domatic number of a graph is the maximum number of dominating sets 
which partition the nodes. It was introduced in [11], and successively shown NP- 
complete [16]. 
The main motivation of the present paper is to investigate the above problems to 
answer open questions in computational complexity, namely how difficult it is to 
find a minimum dominating set and the domatic number for circular arc graphs. 
Both these problems have been investigated extensively during the last few years 
[1, 6-15, 21, 25]. Their applications are related to the strategic location of objects on 
the nodes of a network [4, 10]. The definitions of minimum dominating set and 
domatic number for families of arcs on a circle can be easily derived from those 
stated for circular arc graphs. 
In the next section we set the notations and make the definitions and assumptions 
necessary for the rest of the paper. 
Section 3 consists of an O(n]E] )  time algorithm for finding a minimum 
dominating set in a circular arc graph, in Section 4, the domatic number problem 
is investigated. We show that the problem can be solved in O(n 2 log n) time when 
the circular arc graph is proper, and is NP-complete otherwise. 
2. Notation and assumptions 
Let G(N, E )  be a circular arc graph, where N= {0, 1 .. . . .  n - 1 } is the set of nodes, 
and E the set of edges. In the following we shall assume that a given circular arc 
graph G has an associated circular arc model F= {Ao, A ~ . . . . .  A~_j } consisting in 
a family of n arcs on a circle of length L. The graph is also denoted G(F) .  Arc A; 
corresponds to node i. Without loss of generality we assume that no arc extends 
across the whole circle. We also assume that an origin is arbitrarily chosen on the 
circle. Each arc A i can be denoted by [ai, bi) , ai, b i ~ [0, L). The interpretation is that 
A i is the arc on the circle that extends clockwise from point a i to point bi,  contain- 
ing a i but not b i. It is easy to see that if F does not cover the whole circle G(F)  is 
an interval graph. Unless otherwise stated, the arcs and the nodes are ordered so 
that b0 < bl <-"  < bn - 1. 
If Ai f" IA  j =A i ,  i--#j, then arc A i and node i are covered (by arc Aj and node j
respectively). A circular arc graph G is proper  if a circular arc model without 
covered arc can be associated to it. The circular arc graph of Fig. 1 is proper. In 
Fig. 2 a circular arc model without covered arc is given. 
In the following we assume that a circular arc graph and its associated circular 
arc model are given. 





3. Minimum dominating sets 
In this section we shall present an algorithm that finds a minimum dominating 
set in a circular arc graph G(F). 
We observe that the search for minimum dominating sets can be limited to not 
covered nodes. In fact, let S be a dominating set for G, and let ieS ,  i covered by 
j, i~:j. Then, S '=SU {j} -{ i}  is a dominating set with cardinality not larger than 
that of S. 
Algorithm MDS 
fo r i :=Ount i ln -1  do 
while i is not covered do 
begin 
S(i) := O; 
mark all nodes in N as 'undominated'; 
set up a list )-i of all nodes j~N ordered by increasing values 
(L + bj - bi)(mod L); 
S(i) := {i}; 
mark i and all nodes adjacent o i as 'dominated'; 
while there are 'undominated' nodes do 
begin 
scan 2i until the last node, h, adjacent o the first 'undominated' node; 
S(i):=S(i)U{h}; 
mark h and all nodes adjacent o h as 'dominated'; 
end; 
end; 
S* := minimum cardinality S(i) found above. 
of 
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The time required to find the last node, h, adjacent o the first 'undominated' 
node is O(n) in all for each i. This can be achieved by setting up two lists )-i (con- 
taining all nodes) and fli (formed by undominated nodes only), and then letting h 
be the last member of fig with the above property. 
Let deg(h) be the degree of node h. If  a list of adjacent nodes is maintained for 
each node, the work needed to mark all the nodes adjacent o h as 'dominated' is
O(deg(h)). 
Thus, each set S(i) can be found in O(IE 1) time. Since at most n such sets are 
generated, the time complexity of MDS is O(n IEI). 
It is easy to see that the sets S(i) generated by algorithm MDS are dominating sets. 
The next theorem will show that S* is a minimum dominating set for G. In the 
following, IS I denotes the cardinality of a set S. 
Theorem 1. S* & a minimum dominating set for G. 
Proof.  Let DM(i) be a minimum dominating set among those containing node i, and 
assume that S(i)={il, i2 .... ,i q}, and DM( i )={j~, j  2. . . . .  jp}. Without loss of 
generality, we may assume that i= 0. 
Note that S(0) is ordered in the way that it is set up by algorithm MDS. 
Firstly, we show that IS(i)[ = [DM(i) I for each uncovered node i. Let us observe 
that {Aj : j • S(i)} and {Aj : j  • DM(i)} are clutters (i.e., containment-free families 
of sets). Denote by Cih and C A the sets of nodes adjacent to {il,i2,...,ih} and 
{Jl,J2 . . . . .  Jh}, respectively. We claim that Ci~_Cjp=N, and therefore IS(i)[= 
IDM(i) I. In fact, Ci=Cj, ,  since i l=J l=i.  
Let us assume that Cih~_ C A for each h, 1 <__h<g, ge  {2,3 .. . . .  p}. 
It follows that bj~ , <_ bs~ ,. Thus, bj~<_ bi~, and therefore Ci~ ~_ C#. 
By the observation that covered nodes can be replaced in dominating sets by un- 
covered ones without increasing their cardinality, the theorem follows. [~ 
4. Domatic number 
In this section we investigate the domatic number problem for circular arc graphs. 
We show that the problem is NP-complete for general circular arc graphs, and can 
be solved in O(n 2 log n) time when the circular arc graph is proper. Note that the 
complexity of recognizing proper circular arc graphs, and constructing a proper cir- 
cular arc model, is equivalent o that of testing for circularly consecutive l 's in 
augmented adjacency matrices, and therefore is O(n z) (e.g., see [19, ch. 81). 
A set S is called circularly consecutive if either S={i , i+ l  . . . . .  j} or S= 
{i,i+ 1 ..... n -  1,0, 1 . . . . .  j} ,  for some i , j •  {0, 1 . . . . .  n -  1}. 
The circularly consecutive sets S-- {i . . . . .  j} will be denoted by ( i -  1,j) (if i=0,  
i -  1 = n - 1). Let Yi = {J : (i, j )  • E } U {i } be the neighbor set of node i. 
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Lemma 1. I f  G = G(F) is a proper circular arc graph, each neighbor set is circularly 
consecutive. 
Proof. Let h and k be the smallest and largest element of Yi, respectively, and 
assume that Yi is not circularly consecutive. 
It follows that there exists j ~ {0, 1, ..., n -  1 } such that j ~ (h - 1, k) and j ~i Yi. Let 
us assume first that n -  1 ~(h -  1, k). 
Note i is adjacent o nodes h and k, but not to node j. By assumption, bh< 
bj < bk and since the graph is proper, ah < aj < a k. 
Hence, either j 6y i ,  or G is not a circular arc graph (node i cannot be 
represented by a single arc). A similar argument can be used when n -1  
(h -  l ,k).  [] 
Lemma 2. Let G = G(F) be a proper circular arc graph with n nodes and let k be 
a divisor o f  n. The domatic number of  G is at least k i f  and only i f  l Yil >- k, for  
each i ~ N. 
Proof. 'Only if '  part: If lYil =x<k,  at most x dominating sets partitioning the 
node set N of G can be found. 
' I f '  part: Let us partition the nodes of G into k subsets S 0, S l . . . . .  Sk_ l such that 
Sh= { j : j  (mod k)=h}.  We claim that these subsets are dominating sets for G. Let 
us assume that the claim is false. Then, there exists a set Sh, h ~ {0, 1 . . . . .  k -  l} and 
a node z such that no node in Sh is adjacent o z, and z(modk)-4:h. Let x and y 
be two nodes such that x(modk)=h,  (x + k) (mod n)= y, and z~(x - l ,y ) .  By 
assumption, x and y are in Sh and z ~ Yx, z ~ yy. Since Yz is circularly consecutive, 
[Yz[ -<k-  1, a contradiction. [] 
The ' i f '  part of the proof of Lemma 2 contains an algorithm that generates a par- 
tition of the nodes of a proper circular arc graph G into k dominating sets, whenever 
G fits the assumptions of the lemma. Each dominating set generated by such 
algorithm consists of nodes in the same congruence class modulo k. 
In the following, I-x-] and [_xJ will denote the least integer greater than x, and 
the greatest integer smaller than x, respectively. 
Lemma 3. Let G = (N, E) be a proper circular arc graph with domatic number at 
least k. Then, N can be partitioned into k dominating sets containing Fn/k~ or 
Ln/kJ nodes each. 
Proof.  Let us assume first that k = 2. If n is even, k is a divisor of n, and the proof 
follows by Lemma 2. Suppose that n is odd. The sets 
So={0,2 , . . . , i -2 ,  i i+ l , i+ 3 .... } 
and 
$1={1,3 . . . . .  i - l , i+2 ,  i+4, . . .}  
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have cardinality [-n/2l and kn/2J respectively. We show that So and S 1 are  
dominating sets for G. Let us assume that So or $1 is not a dominating set. Then, 
there exists a node h such that either (h -1 ) (mod n)~Yh or (h+ 1)(mod n)¢yh. 
Hence, either Yh is not circularly consecutive (a contradiction), or G is an interval 
graph, and So and $1 are dominating sets. 
Consider now a partition of G into k dominating sets, k >2. Let Sp and Sq be 
dominating sets in the partition with least and greatest number of nodes. If ISpl 
and [Sql differ by at most one, then we are done. Otherwise, we may assume that 
]Sp l> lSq l+ l. Let S '=SpUSq={io ,  i I . . . . .  ih l}, with i o< i l<" '< i  h 1" Then, there 
is some j such that ij, ij+16Sp. Observe that if oeN-S '  and (o, i j )eE or 
(o, i j+l)eE, then (u, i j _ l )eE  or (v, ij+z)EE (addition modulo h), since Sq is a 
dominating set and },,, is circularly consecutive. 
Let 
S'p={io, i2 . . . . .  ih-2}, S'q={il,i3 ... . .  /h-l} 
if h is even, and 
S'p={io,i2,...,ij, +l .... }, S'q={il,i3 . . . . .  ij_l,ij+2 .... } 
if h is odd. By the previous result (i.e. when k = 2), Sp and S£ are dominating sets 
for S' whose cardinality differ at most by one. We claim that S~ and S~ are 
dominating sets for G. In fact, each node o c N-  S' is adjacent o at least two nodes 
in S', since it is adjacent o at least one node in Sp and one in Sq. By the circular 
consecutive property of neighbor sets and by the above observation when h is odd 
the claim follows. 
The above process can be repeated until each dominating set has cardinality 
Fn/kl or  Ln/ J. [] 
Theorem 2, Let G = G(F) be a proper circular arc graph with n nodes, k be an 
integer less than n, and r=n (rood k), O<r<k-1 .  
The domatic number of G is at least k if and only if there exists a subset N' of 
rFn/k 1 nodes such that: 
(1) In the subgraph of G induced by N' no node has neighbor set of cardinality 
r -  1 or less. 
(2) In the subgraph of G induced by N-  N', no node has neighbor set of cardi- 
nality k -  r -  1 or less. 
(3) In G, each node has neighbor set with at least r nodes of N', and at least k - r 
nodes of  N -  N'. 
Proof.  If k is a divisor of n, r = 0, N '  is empty and the theorem follows by Lemma 
2. Let r:~0 and assume that the domatic number of G is at least k. By Lemma 3, 
it is possible to find r dominating sets of cardinality Fn/kq and k -  r of cardinality 
mn/kJ. Let N '  denote the set of nodes in the r dominating sets of cardinality Fn/kl .  
Obviously, the subgraph of G induced by N'  can be partitioned into r dominating 
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sets, and the neighbor set of each node in N '  has cardinality r or more. The subgraph 
of G induced by N-N '  has domatic number at least k- r ,  and the neighbor set of 
each node in N-  N '  has cardinality not smaller than k -  r. Furthermore, by the way 
N '  has been formed, the neighbor set of each node in G contains at least r nodes 
of N '  and k - r  nodes of N -N ' .  
Conversely, assume that there exists a subset N '  of nodes satisfying the conditions 
of the present heorem. The subgraph of G induced by N', called G', has r~n/k 7 
nodes with neighbor set of cardinality at least r, while the subgraph of G induced 
by N-N ' ,  called G", has (k -  r ) [n/kJ  nodes with neighbor set of cardinality at least 
k - r. By performing the algorithm contained in the proof of Lemma 2 on the above 
subgraphs, we get r and k -  r dominating sets with the property that two nodes are 
in the same dominating set if and only if their indices in N '  and N-N '  differ by 
r and k - r ,  respectively. 
By assumption, the neighbor set of each node in G contains at least r nodes of 
N '  and k- r  nodes of N-N ' .  Besides, each neighbor set is circularly consecutive. 
Hence, it contains at least r and k - r  nodes with circularly consecutive indices in 
N '  and N-N ' ,  respectively. By the above property of the dominating sets for G'  
and G", it follows that the neighbor set of each node in G contains at least one node 
belonging to each dominating set of G', and one node belonging to each dominating 
set of G". Hence, these dominating sets are dominating sets for G, and the theorem 
is proved. 
We have transformed the original domatic number problem into the problem of 
finding a particular subset N '  of nodes. According to Theorem 2, the algorithm 
presented in the proof of Lemma 2 can then be used to partition G into the maxi- 
mum number of dominating sets. The problem of finding N'  is in fact a special case 
of the well known shortest path problem. An analogous problem was similarly solv- 
ed in [23]. 
Let xi=]{O, 1 , . . . , i -1}ON'  I. I f  we set xo=O, then i eN '  if and only if 
Xi + l -- Xi = l .  
Theorem 3. Let G be a proper circular arc graph, k a positive integer and r = n 
(mod k). The domatic number o f  G is at least k i f  and only i f  there is a feasible 
solution to the following system of  constraints. Such a solution can be found in 
O(n 2) time. 
O<_xi-xi_l<_l fo r i= l  . . . . .  n, 
x0=0, x =rl n/kq. 
For each neighbor set Yh =( i , j )  such that i<j :  
x j -xi>-r,  lyh l - (x j -x i )>- -k - r .  
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For each neighbor set yh=(i , j )  such that i>j :  
xj-xi+x.>--r, [Yh l - (x j -x i+x . )>-k - r .  
xi integer valued for i = 1 .... , n. 
Proof .  See [23, Theorem 2]. [] 
The domatic number of  G can be determined in O(n 2lOg n) time. In fact, a 
binary search is sufficient o find the maximum value of  k, 1 _< k <_ n, such that there 
exists a feasible solution to the above system of constraints. This takes O(log n) 
iterations, each requiring O(n 2) time. 
The next theorem will show that the domatic number problem is NP-complete for 
general families of  arcs on a circle. Without loss of  generality, in the following we 
assume that no two of the arcs share any endpoints. 
Theorem 4, The domatic number problem for families of  arcs on a circle is NP- 
complete. 
Proof .  Consider the following arc coloring problem. 
Arc coloring problem. Given a family of  arcs on a circle F= {A0, Al ... . .  An- l } 
and a positive integer k, can F be partitioned into k classes so that no two arcs in 
the same class overlap? 
This problem is NP-complete for general families of arcs on a circle [15]. 
Let T= {to, tl . . . . .  t2n_ ~ } be the set of  endpoints of  the arcs in F ordered by in- 
creasing values, and let us subdivide the circle into 2n intervals: [th, th+l) for 
h = 0, 1 . . . . .  2n -2 ,  and [t2"_ 1, to). For the sake of simplicity, in the following we 
assume that the indices of  intervals are modulo 2n, i.e. if h = 2n - 1, then h + 1 = 0. 
Denote with Ph (h--0, 1, . . . ,2n -1)  the set of arcs Ai spanning [th,th+l): 
Ph = {Ai E F: [ai, bi) fh [th, t h + 1) 4: 0}. 
Observe that the N(A i :A iEPh) .  Ph is called overlap clique. We transform a 
family of  arcs on a circle F into a family F '  such that F can be colored with k colors 
if and only if F '  can be partitioned into k+ 1 dominating sets. Note that 
k >_maxh{IPh[}, since the arcs in the same (overlap) clique must have different 
colors. 
For each interval [th, th+l) introduce a set F~ of k+l - ]Ph l  arcs A~,, ( j=  
0,1 . . . . .  k--]Phi) such that a'h=th and b'h=th+l. Then, F'=FUF~LJ...LJF~n_ 1. 
Let us assume that F has a k-coloring, and let Cj be the set of  arcs colored 
with color j, j = 0, 1 . . . . .  k - 1. We generate the first k dominating sets of  F ' ,  Sj ( j  = 
0, 1 .... , k -  1) as follows. 
Initially, Sj = Cj. For each interval [th, th+ 1), h = 0, . . . .  2n-  1, do the following: if 
no arc in Cj spans [th, th+l) , put an arc of  F~ into Sj. The arcs of  each set Sj span 
every point of the circle exactly once. Therefore Sj is a dominating set for F ' .  The 
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(k+ 1)-th dominat ing set, S x, is formed by all arcs of  F '  not in So, SI . . . . .  Sk_ I. It 
is easy to see that ISkf ' IF [ ]= 1, for h=0,1  . . . . .  2n - l ,  and Skf'lF=O. Hence, the 
arcs in Sk span each point of  the circle, and S k is a dominat ing set for F ' .  Thus, the 
existence of  a k-color ing for F implies that the domat ic  number of  F '  is at least k + 1. 
Conversely, let S 0, Sl . . . . .  Sk be a part i t ion of  F '  into k + 1 dominat ing sets. It is 
easy to see that each dominat ing set Sj contains exactly one arc spanning point 
the T, for each h, h=0,  1 . . . . .  2n -1 ,  since otherwise there exist j and h, O<j<_k 
and O<_h<_2n-1 such that SjOFA=O, and no arc in Sj overlaps the arcs of  F~. 
Consequently,  the arcs of  each dominat ing set Sj do not overlap, and can be 
colored with one color, say color j .  I f  the arcs of  F are in k dominat ing sets, the 
theorem is proved. 
Otherwise, let A i = [ai, bi)ESkfqF. The arcs of  each dominat ing set span every 
point  of  the circle exactly once. Besides, every point of  the circle is spanned by ex- 
actly k + 1 arcs of  F ' ,  and at most k arcs of  F. Then, there must be a dominat ing 
set Sj, O<j<k, with no arc of  FNSj spanning any point of  [ai, bi). 
Let us exchange Ai with the arcs of  Sj spanning [ai, bi). Note that such arcs do 
not span any point  outside [ai, bi). The arcs of  each new set Sj and Sk do not 
overlap, and can be colored with one color. 
Iteratively applying this exchange procedure,  we obtain k color classes 
So, $1 . . . . .  Sk - l  containing all the arcs of  F. Therefore F can be colored with k 
colors. 
To complete the proof ,  we note that the domatic  number problem for families 
of  arcs on a circle is clearly in NP. [] 
Corollary 1. The domatic number problem for general circular arc graphs is NP- 
complete. 
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